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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Much has been published that is now out of date concerning the state of the construction 

industry in South East Asia. This proposed report draws together more recent data of both 

a primary and secondary nature with a view to establishing a current analysis of the South 

East Asian construction market. 

The purpose of this study is not currency to currency's sake but to allow a modest start to 

be made in identifying a possible competitive advantage that may be developed and built 

upon by Australian construction industry companies wanting to compete in the South East 

Asian market. 

To accomplish this research objective, the author has reviewed literature that is specific 

both to the South East Asian arena and the construction industry and extract pertinent 

economic data from a variety of sources devoted more generally from Australian owned 

construction companies operating in South East Asian countries with mailed questionnaires 

and on the spot structured interviews. 

The evidence which by no means conclusive suggests that the reported decline in 

investment levels since the heady days of the '90s does not appear to have significantly 

affected the construction industry where the need for infrastructure is fully recognised by 

governments and companies operating in the market have not experienced difficulty in 

raising funds. 

The study goes on to suggest that the technological expertise of Australian companies is also 

marketed by construction companies from other developed countries and does not 

constitute a competitive advantage. 
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However, the mistakes of overseas companies in moving into South East Asia are almost all 

of a cultural nature and suggest that competitive advantage may be obtained by the 

judicious use of South East Asian immigrants who have found work with Australian 

construction companies operating in South East Asia and are able to bridge the significant 

cultural gap and at the same time entertain the local requirement. 

This potential competitive advantage has not been exploited to the full and constitutes a 

mixed opportunity. 

Commonly, in most research projects, it is a norm that conclusions are not known at the 

outset of the report and questions raised in the initial progress of this exercise often ended 

up to be less practical than questions identified at the end with the benefits of hindsight. 

Hence, this research study is no exception and is part of a learning mode to allow the 

author to understand the benefits of research and is recommended that areas lacked of 

information and data require further examination. 
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1.00 INTRODUCTION 

Over the past 20 years or more, South East Asia along with the rest of the World have 

experienced enormous changes in most aspects such as economy, infrastructure, 

development growth, lifestyle, living standard and the list goes on. The South East Asian 

region has over half the world's population and it ranks as one of the major economic 

trading partners of the world. In view of Northern Territory closeness in locality with the 

Asian region and the so-called International [Asian] Gateway for mainland Australia, it is 

necessary to develop studies or researches on the possibility of business venturing to Asian 

opportunity land that offers lucrative incentives and unrestricted benefits for interested 

Australian entrepreneurs. 

SEA being the main focal area of interest has gone through tremendous changes and 

growth and to some extend, some countries like Singapore and Malaysia etc are newly 

industrialised countries and are the few most developed of the South East Asian countries. 

SEA has over the past 25 years experienced a high economic growth in comparison with 

the developed countries of the world. 

The growth of the construction sector in the region has been very encouraging since the 

past few years as South East Asian economies, driven by the strong inflow of foreign 

investments, expanded rapidly. Since, 1989, the construction sectors in Malaysia, Thailand 

and Indonesia have expanded in double digit figures. In Singapore, the construction sector 

has been a leading component of the economy in terms of growth rate, posting double digit 

growth since the fourth quarter of 1990.   

In April 1992, The Business Council of Australia's summit on understanding that the 

nation's future in Asia and the Pacific found that Australian companies were not 

progressing well to set up new ventures in Asia if they were to capitalise properly on the 
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opportunities in the region. Evidently, any construction company trying to penetrate 

offshore markets will have to go through the frustration of getting comfortable with the 

local culture as well as the construction environment. 

A partner with the legal firm Malleson Stephen Jacques, Mr. Paul Hayden said that Asian 

still consider Australians to be lazy, naive and always ready on strike. He noted Australian 

business had to play a more active role on the ground to convince Asian investors and 

consumers that we have skills in particular areas that set us apart from other countries. It 

is this type of attitude that Australians must set about to change and change to a better 

working attitude should we choose to want to improve our presence economic climate. 

It is not only the government's role that we must look at and blame them for the poor 

prolonging economic crisis, but we must also realise our working culture as well as our 

priority in the long run as a whole nation. These were the reasons which prompted this 

research project on establishing a construction company venture in Asia. In doing so it will 

not only help our relations with Asia but help Australia to be placed on the rails of 

developing a more stable and prosperous economy. 

Austrade, April 1996 reports "The construction industry in SEA is extremely competitive, 

with local companies having adequate capabilities in most areas. Only in specialist areas 

(eg. tunnelling, construction of waste incinerators, large scale open cast mining, etc) are 

Australian companies expected to gain competitive advantage and have something to offer. 

Specific opportunities for Australian companies in SEA are dependent upon the degree of 

stamina and resolve in their approach and commitment to the market. SEA is not a market 

for the inexperienced exporter. It is essential that Australian companies find the Asian 

partner; to achieve this, regular and frequent visits to the market are mandatory". 

Construction industry managers of South East Asian descents are potentially more likely to 

provide the necessary experience and ability to commit for the long haul. 

Page 4 
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2.00 - LITERATURE REVIEWS 

There has been many authors and writers researching on other projects indirectly related 

to this research proposal and the references for this research are enormously 

overwhelming. The author has sourced his references from the State and University 

Libraries on topics such as Construction, Construction in Asia Pacific, Foreign Investment in 

Asia Pacific and etc, and the availability of information, books, references, published and 

unpublished articles including professional magazines are significantly large. Hence, the 

author decides to scale down specifically the selection of topics into SEA such as 

Construction in South East Asia, Contract Procurement in South East Asia, construction 

industry of a particular country in SEA region and so forth. 

Though there have been much established autobiographies from many well-known 

researchers and authors, yet the emphasis on the aspect of assessing Australian construction 

competitive advantage in South East Asia countries was very limited. Due to the large 

availability of information from Cl)-Rom and Internet on world construction and any other 

construction related topics, the author focuses his readings based on several published and 

unpublished articles as summarised and critiqued below. Hence, this report proves critical 

for any interested investor to look at the possibility of achieving competitive advantage and 

setting up a construction business venture in Asian countries and one main issue that the 

author of this report likes to focussing on is whether any of these countries namely 

Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, the Philippines, Vietnam, Hong Kong etc based 

on its locality and geographical environment offers a much more suitable place for 

Australian investors to establish a construction and engineering company than any other 

countries in the world. 

For the purpose of this research, the author has reviewed numerous literature and only a 

selected few of the most useful references are discussed below: 
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Lam, Tsun Ip P., "A Critical Comparison of the Construction Procurement and 

Contracting Systems in Japan, Singapore, Malaysia and Hongkong.", Report from 

Department of Building and Surveying, Hongkong Polytechnic, Hongkong, 1990. 

SUMMARY: This is a research study conducted for the purpose of comparing the method 

of contracting or procurement system of each country and the factors affecting the legal 

framework of the construction contract. 

Lam also looks at the contracts that were mostly preferred and adopted by clients with 

significant assessment of the reasons that drove to the selection of those listed contracts. 

Lam surveys the construction industry of each country in view of the legal criteria and 

institutions for contracting, the tender processes of contracting and the various methods of 

conducting construction contracts such as design and construct and joint venture projects. 

CRITIQUE: This book has provided a very in-depth knowledge on the application of 

different contracting or procurement systems of the chosen countries and allows readers to 

gain an understanding of the construction industry in Malaysia, Singapore and Hongkong. 

From this report, I am able to determine the relevant institutional bodies that a construction 

company must be registered with to carry on construction projects, the selection processes 

of contractors and the types of contracts required to be used in the region. 

Lim, Y. H., "PMBOK - Project Management Body of Knowledge", Unpublished, 

Undergraduate Thesis, 1993, School of the Built Environment, University of South 

Australia, 1993. 

SUMMARY: This book is a research project conducted by the author as part of the 

requirement for his undergraduate program and studies the relevant application of project 
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management body of knowledge which was originated from the United States to Australian 

project environment. The research covers eight major areas of functional management 

namely: i) Cost Management; ii) Scope Management, iii) Quality Management, iv) Time 

Management; v) Contract/Procurement Management, vi) Risk Management; vii) Human 

Resources Management and viii) Communication Management. 

This study is an assessment on the acceptability and applicability of PMBOK in Australia 

and seeks the opinions of project managers in Australia in regard to PMBOK suitability. 

PMBOK has been used extensively in projects in USA and has been adopted by the Project 

Management Institute as part of the requirement for their members to meet professional 

standard code of practice. Likewise, Australian Institute of Project Managers [A.I.P.M.] have 

also adopted this requirement for Australian competent project managers working in 

projects around the country. 

CRITIQUE: This book has assisted the author in assessing the relevant of its current 

contract/procurement management systems adopted by the Australian construction firms 

and the importance of project management functions in managing projects. Though the 

countries of analysis are United States and Australia, the book has provided the author an 

understanding on the aspects of project management in the construction industry as 

compared to South East Asia particularly its contract management issues. 

3) Lim, Y. H., "PMDOD - Project Management Department of Defence", Unpublished, 

Postgraduate Thesis, 1994, Faculty of Engineering and Planning, University of South 

Australia, 1994. 

SUMMARY: This book is an extension of the earlier research of PMBOK and entitles 

PMDoD - Project Management Department of Defence. Research on PMDoD was carried 

out by the same author as part of the requirement for the completion of his postgraduate 
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Master of Project Management degree. PMDoD extends its functional components to a total 

of sixteen areas of defence contract managements such as i) Planning and Strategy; ii) 

System Engineering, iii) Manufacturing; iv) Aerospace & Defence; etc. This PMDoD is more 

extensive than PMBOK and the research also studies on its applicability and acceptability of 

PMDoD in defence projects in Australia. In order to be competence and highly efficient, it 

is part of the requirement for project managers working in the defence sector to possess 

and understand this defence body of knowledge. The research also surveys and seeks the 

level of agreement from Australian project managers on the application of FML)oD in 

Australian defence-related projects and compares the case studies of defence projects to 

normal building construction projects. 

CRITIQUE: This book assists the author on the understanding of defence contract such as 

Head Contracts, Trade Contracts, Project Management, Construction Management and any 

other related procurement systems. This research offers the author a more thorough 

investigation on the relevant of project management in both Australia and United States 

and allows the author to compare his findings with project management in South East Asia. 

4) Macpherson, Neill T, "The South East Asian Investment Guide", Longman 

Professional, Melbourne, 1992. 

SUMMARY: Macpherson in his research covers findings on the foreign investment 

requirements for six countries in South East Asia namely Brunei Darussalam, Indonesia, 

Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore and Thailand. Macpherson is a member of the Asian 

Pacific group of international law firm Blake Dawson Waldron and his practice provides 

advice on basic regulations, policies, tax rates, business incentives and comparative costs 

that an investor needs to know in all the ASIAN countries. 
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The research involves studies of Government commitment of each country, Government 

attitude to investment, its legal framework for business enterprises, taxes, allowance of 

business incentives and protection plans, economic trends and growth, financial assistance 

and availability as well as land and labour resources. 

Macpherson concludes with a summary of practical consideration that must be adhered to 

when a decision is made to established a company within South East Asia region and he 

places emphasis on the types of loopholes or traps that a company may fall into when 

investing in this region and suggests ways to avoid those significant loopholes or risks 

whilst encouraging investment. 

CRITIQUE: This book assisted me in determining the policies of foreign investment 

requirement and criteria of countries like Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore. Specific 

information such as government attitudes to foreign investment presented in this book are 

useful for me to analyse and understand the purpose of government allowances in the form 

of incentives, protection availability and encouragement for prospective foreign investors. 

I have been able to utilise the information and content in this book for final compilation of 

my research report. 

5) Construction Industry Development Board, "ASEAN Construction Prospects, 1992", 

International Affairs Unit, CIDB, 1992. 

SUMMARY: The book is compiled and published for the purpose of illustrating and 

highlighting the prospects of the construction industry in South East Asia. The report and 

results of a Construction Prospects seminar held in January 1992 is produced to provide 

information to those business entrepreneurs interested in venturing into construction 

opportunities. 
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The study provides separate reports on the construction industry of Singapore, Malaysia, 

Thailand, Indonesia and the Philippines and condensed them into an overall picture of 

South East Asia region as a whole. 

CRITIQUE: This publication assisted me in compiling figures on the state of the 

construction industry in Malaysia, Singapore and Indonesia. The information I gathered 

from this book are valuable to my dissertation and it offers me an insight into the South 

East Asia region a complete picture of the current state of construction market and the 

prospects of its future directions. 

The report was well set out and critical to my project for future prospect of South East Asia 

construction industry. 

6) Walker A. Flanagan R, "Property and Construction in Asia Pacific, Hong Kong, 

Japan, Singapore", BSP Professional Books, 1991. 

SUMMARY: This book is a publication on property and construction sectors of the 

following countries: Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore. The report shows each country's 

economic growth based specifically on the property development and construction sectors. 

This reference summarises the main points discussed in each chapter to allow the reader a 

clearer and more concise overview on the property and construction market of the 

countries involved. 

CRITIQUE: This book proved helpful in many areas of my work. The information I 

obtained from this publication provides reinforcement to my work especially the 

information on Singapore's construction market. It is particularly useful for discussion on 

foreign contractors operating in Singapore. 
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The book is simple and easy to follow which enables me to study many particulars relating 

to Singapore construction industry especially in the areas of foreign and local contractors 

and also method of tendering procedure and practices adopted by the Singapore 

construction industry. 

5) Other Sources: 

In addition to the selected few books reviewed and critiqued above-mentioned, there are 

also numerous sources of information I have sought for the purpose of this research project 

and the sources I looked at were from the following: 

BKI'M (Capital Investment Co-ordinating Board), Jakarta, indonesia - for information 

about foreign investment particularly on the construction projects and also information on 

the economy of Indonesia. 

Encyclopedia - for the background information, locality maps, population etc., of the 

particular country concerned. 

The Malaysian Industrial Development Authority IMIDAl - for information on the 

requirements and incentives for foreign investment to supplement the above and for 

information on the state of the Malaysian economy. 

Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB), Singapore - for specific information 

on the construction industry and the state of the industry as well as the economic aspect of 

Singapore. 

In view of the time constraint in completing this research, however, should time permit, 

the author will look at the possible effects of the economic factors of its construction 

industry of this South East Asia region. 
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3.00 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.10 - Research Methods 

Initially, the author conducted literature reviews to get familiarisation with the selected 

topic of research to be carried out as well as understanding on a more in depth view on the 

development of other related researches reported by well-know authors. The literature 

being reviewed have been summarised and presented in earlier chapter of this report and 

these literature reviews will form the main backbone to completing the research project. 

In addition, a set of standard questionnaire was prepared and mailed to Australian 

companies in offshore in South East Asian region to seek their answers and responses as 

well as their comments regarding the state of the construction activities and development 

growth of their particular countries of residence. 

During the course of the research development, the author incorporated travel 

arrangement to countries like Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong and New Zealand 

to improve the research program by interviewing a number of individuals, groups, 

authorities and organisations from different cultural and technical background related to 

construction and engineering industry to seek their views and comments on the relevant 

procedures and requirement in establishing foreign companies in each respective 

countries. Domestically, the author has also conducted a few interviews with local 

companies having international business interests especially in SEA region. 

Having received the feedback and responses both from the questionnaire and interviews, 

then an analysis of findings was carried out in correlation with the literature survey which 

will be incorporated into the chapter contents whereby main issues such as government 

regulation and policy, economic stability, market conditions, projects feasibility, human 
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resources [staffing and labour], material [other associated goods and services] availability 

will be discussed and highlighted. 

Finally, an executive conclusion summarising the findings of the author will be inserted at 

the end of this report with further future recommendation be made on the basis of this 

survey. 

3.20 ~ Aims of the Research 

The chief objectives of this research project is to 

Li survey the characteristic of the construction industry of the South East Asian cities; 

determine the construction opportunities and competitive advantages that Australian 

construction companies may be able to offer; 

outline the underlying factors that possibly may affect the considerations for 

establishment and/or development of Australian companies in Asian cities regardless 

of either Australian owned enterprise or joint venture types of organisations. 

The aim of this project is to 

IM allow and assist Australian managers/investors to consider all the factors when making 

a decision in establishing a construction company abroad in South East Asia. 

It is to Australian economy interest that this sort of research be carried out to illustrate the 

importance of our neighbouring countries though of totally different in cultures but their 

development and growth will somehow prove a strong influence on our economy 

development as well. 

Therefore, the intention of this research is to 

highlight the relative important issues relating to the development of the construction 
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industry in South East Asia countries which significantly provides rooms for our 

construction related technologies to be exported and our readily available expertises to 

penetrate into these convincingly fast-developing and needing countries. 

3.30 - Research Questions 

To accomplish the mission's objective in setting a successful company operating in South 

East Asia, it is important that certain significant or common questions be addressed with 

realistic answers. 

The questions to this survey are as following: 

? What are the competitive advantages that Australian construction companies could 

offer as compared to other developed nations as well as the local companies in SEA? 

? What are the incentives or benefits for Australian investors venturing into SEA? 

7 What are the underlying factors affecting the establishment of a foreign parent 

company from Australian point of views? 

? Almost every South East Asia countries are experiencing construction and property 

boom at this stage, what are the opportunities for foreign investors like Australians? 

2 What are the policy implementation of SEA Government and its likely effects or 

impacts on setting up a construction industry based company? 

? Construction development requires many different types of resources and to what 

extend is its availability in terms of technical expertises and staffing, natural or 

material resources such as plant and equipment, labour, building materials, 

subcontractors, finance of those South East Asian cities etc. 

? What are the major characteristics of the construction industry of the South East Asia 

countries? 
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? Other related questions which may be of interest to the research objectives that could 

possibly be gathered from discussions, interviews and through supervision during the 

progress of the survey. 

3.40 - Intended Outcomes of the Research 

At the moment, too many Australian firms are too frightened to invest in the most rapidly 

growing region of the world because of its unfamiliarity and the social and cultural 

distances they face. 

Hence the purpose of this report is to provide a guide to the information necessary to any 

construction/engineering/consultancy company in order to reduce the time and cost 

associated with, and to ensure a smooth transition into, the building and engineering 

industry in SEA. 

Australian construction companies nonetheless are encouraged to take an active role in 

South East Asia as many opportunities do exist. The major benefits to a company include 

the opportunity to compete in a much larger market than that of Australia and distribution 

of the risk companies face in an economic recession experienced by a particular country or 

region of the world. 

Due consideration should be given to all of the factors presented in this research project 

when making a decision to establish a construction company in South East Asia. 

Establishing overseas in a totally different culture country often ends up in frustration, 

confusion, loss and inability to cope with changes are the most common outcomes a fail-to-

understand foreign company of local culture. Establishment obviously takes time, tedious, 
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is costly and is much harder for construction companies which have to employ local people 

and co-ordinate the complex business of construction in an alien environment. 

The major intention of this type of study is to assist any interested Australian construction 

company wanting to go international in investing in foreign countries like Singapore, 

Malaysia, Indonesia, Vietnam etc and assist them in realising and understanding the 

specific requirements and factors affecting their decision making. The study focuses on 

SEA region and investigates the state of the construction market, the country's policy to 

foreign investment and the requirements of registration for any type of company, 

specifically the requirements of registration concerning construction projects. These are 

the factors which a company must first consider in establishing a construction company 

overseas. 
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4.00 - AN ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS BASED ON LITERATURE REVIEWS, 

INTERVIEWS AND PART OF QUESTIONNAIRE 

4.10 - An Overview, Comparison of Construction Activities in SEA and Its 

Phase of Change 

In The Building Economist June/July 1993, Tim McDonald reported that the growth in 

Asia has produced exciting possibilities for Australia's manufacturing and service 

industries. For the construction industry this strong growth in our own neighbourhood has 

produced huge demands for infrastructure. The total value of the construction market in 

SEA is currently estimated at US$25 billion of which Thailand accounted for $18.3 billion 

in 1992. 

In 1991,   Australian firms were estimated to have held some $1.2 billion, representing 4.5 

per cent of the domestic turnover and one per cent of the total world trade, which may 

suggest that the Australian construction industry could increase its current export 

orientation by a factor of 20 per cent. Australia is relatively sophisticated in science and 

technology and as a result is well placed to find niches in these growing markets. 

Four main areas of need have been identified in developing economies in the region where 

Australia could compete IThe Building Economist, June/July 19931: 

• Technical skills, where we could provide training and direct transfer of skills. 

• Organisation, planning and design where our respected consulting industry is 

competitive in the region. 

• Basic research capacity. 

• Environment management skills. 
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These are all areas within the construction industry where new opportunities can be 

sought out. Overall, the market services in Asia is projected to grow from US$2.9 billion in 

1990 to US$10.7 billion in 2000 

If Australia is to compete successfully for the new emerging opportunities of SEA, where we 

are essentially selling ourselves, our skills, our experience and our capacity - effective 

communication is vital. For this reason alone, we need to bridge the cultural gaps which 

exist between ourselves and our neighbours. 

Malaysian Digest, Jan. 96 reported that the visit of Australian former Prime Minister, Mr. 

Paul Keating to Malaysia on 15 January 1996 was an important one to establish the 

relationship between the two countries. On investments, Dr. Mahathir said Australia was 

the fourth largest investor with more than 200 Australian companies with equal interest in 

the country while Malaysian investment in Australia had grown by 34 per cent in 1995. 

Australia's Asian neighbours are becoming increasingly important as potential trade 

partners, while industrial development and science and technology collaboration may be 

central to Australia's economic future. Paul Keating also commented that Australia had 

"radically increased" its understanding of Asian cultures and values, with increased travel 

to the region and Asian migrants to the country. "None of this is to say that we are in the 

process of becoming more Asian. We cannot be Asian any more than we can be European, 

American or African". "What we can be, and what we are determined to become, is a 

society which is rare in its cultural diversity, richness and tolerance, and a country which 

is strong and integrated with the region around it". 

A recent report on Australia's business challenge "South East Asia in the 1990s"   stated: 'An 

investment in time and effort by firms interested in SEA in developing a sound grasp of 

local cultures and business customs, especially by senior managers, will produce results.' 
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Perhaps we can then demonstrate to an Asian neighbour that Australia is a gateway to some 

of the 20 per cent GDP which that country has been spending on its construction 

programs. 

Below is a brief assessment and findings on a few selected countries in SEA region: 

Fact File Malaysia 1996 

Area: 330,000 sq kin. Capital: Kuala Lumpur 
Population: 21 million. Population growth: 2.4 per cent 
Literacy: 93.3 per cent. 
Languages: Bahasa Malaysia, English, Chinese Dialects, Tamil 
Major religions: Islam [official religion], Buddhism, 
Christianity, Hinduism 
Currency: ringgit ($A 1.93) 
Head of State: King [Yang di-Pertuan Agong] Tuanku Ja'afar 
Head of Government: Dr. Mahathir Mohammad 
Gross Domestic Product: $US82.2 billion (1995). GDP 
Growth: 9.6 per cent (1995). Inflation: 3.4 per cent (1995) 
Per capita GNP: $US4010 
Trade: $US69.9 billion, imports $US69.8 billion 
Two-way merchandise trade with Australia: $A3.7 7 billion 
in 1995, made up of exports to Australia $1.56 billion, 
imports $2.21 billion. 

Source.' Courtesy of Malaysian Embassy, Canberra, 1996 

Malaysia 

Malaysia is striving to achieve the status 

of developed nation by the year 2020 

and the outlook for the building 

construction industry looks promising 

due to the massive infrastructure 

budget allocated under the 

Government's Sixth Malaysia Plan. 

With a huge commitment in international and domestic airports development, the 

government plans to open Malaysia more accessible to air travellers. By reducing 

application procedures and speeding the approval process, this encourages further 

commercial development such as hotels and tourist related development proposals with the 

chief intention to increase market share in tourism industry in SEA region. 

Major contributing factors leading to the economic growth in recent years was the 

exceptionally high allowance of incoming foreign and local investment in manufacturing 

and the government's determination to improve the nation's infrastructure. 

Malaysian Digest, June 1996 reported that manufacturing and construction are expected to 

grow at double-digit rates - 14 per cent for manufacturing and 12.9 per cent for 

construction. 
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Austrade 'Market Profile: Construction Services - Malaysia', April 1996 reported "The 

Malaysian economy has grown at over 8% per year since the late 1980's. During that time 

construction industry has consistently recorded annual rates in the double digit range. 

While there appears to be some tapering off in the development of new condominiums, 

commercial building is continuing at a rapid rate. Also under construction or planned are 

a number of significant hotels, commercial buildings, resorts, new townships. Added to 

these are many large infrastructure projects". 

The Malaysian construction industry suffered a severe 'bust' in the mid- 1980's and it is 

still possible to see the skeletons of buildings abandoned at that time, although many such 

projects have been resuscitated and completed in the subsequent years. 

In Malaysia many construction companies are connected with/owned by property 

development companies or conglomerates, and accordingly many projects are kept in-

house. 

Malaysian building standards are often breached and the resources available to monitor 

building development appear to be inadequate for the task in the current building boom. A 

Construction Industry Development Board has recently been established by the Malaysian 

Government and it is now compulsory for contractors to be registered with the Board. The 

board has wide ranging responsibilities and has been established to "develop the 

construction industry to be a major contributing sector to the national economy and 

capable of producing and delivering high quality construction works". 

The Government is hoping that certain profile construction projects such as the new KL 

International Airport at Sepang, the KL City Centre project, The Petronas Twin Tower, etc 

will set an example to developers and builders through the use of modern building 

techniques and high quality building products. 
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Malaysia has attracted a higher proportion of services firms than, say, the Philippines or 

Thailand. It is also a growing and significant market for the export of services from 

Australia, Mr. Kym Hewett, Australia's senior trade commissioner to Malaysia, said. 

Australia has never been a big investor in Malaysia; certainly not in the same league as 

Singapore, Japan, the United States or Taiwan. Between 1980 and May 1996, Malaysian 

Industrial Development Authority (MIDA) approved 244 projects that included capital 

from Australia, worth US$1.23 billion in debt and equity. 

Austrade goes on to report that "There is significant Australian presence in the Malaysian 

construction industry. There are significant numbers of Australian engineering, 

architecture and other related companies operating in Malaysia as well as individual 

Australians working for Malaysian and multinationals companies. These people provide a 

ready network for other Australian companies looking to enter the Malaysian market". 

It also reported that "Australian companies seeking to enter the Malaysian construction 

industry will almost certainly need to locate a Malaysian partner. A Malaysian partner is 

better placed to understand the various Government approvals required and will also 

generally have a better understanding of Malaysian business practices. Naturally, a 

Malaysian company which has good connections with the top levels of the Government and 

corporate worlds would be preferable. In the event that the Australian company wishes to 

target Government or GovernmentreIated projects, a Bumiputra Malaysian company 

should be selected as a joint-venture partner (because many Government projects are 

awarded only to Bumiputras companies)". 

In Malaysia many projects are financed by pre-selling the property. For instance, a 

developer planning to build a commercial building, condominium or housing estate will 

hold a display (with appropriate models, plans and drawings) and sell the bulk of the 
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floorspace/units/houses prior to approaching the financial institutions for funding. It is 

common for purchasers of residential houses/condominium units to have to place a 10% 

deposit at the time of purchase, providing the developer with carry-on finance. 

In Malaysia, because most local and foreign construction companies are located and 

focussed on the Peninsula, the general opportunities for Australian construction companies 

are greater in East Malaysia (Sabah and Sarawak). However, it can also be time consuming 

and the field is becoming quite competitive. 

Singapore 

After achieving independence in 1965, IF-Fact File - Singapore 1996 

Singapore was under one ruling party for 

13 years and it accomplished economic 

growth with the assistance of stringent 

laws. 

Singapore is at the forefront of the 

increasing growth within the ASEAN 

nations, primarily due to the government's 

commitment to major projects. Singapore 

Area: 641 sq km. 
Population: 3.10 million. 
Population growth: 1.9 per cent 
Literacy: 91.8 per cent. 
Languages: English, Chinese Dialects, Malay, Tamil 
Major religions: Buddhism 31.9%, Taoism 22.0%, 
Islam 14.9%, Christianity - 12.9%, Hinduism - 3.3%, 
Others 0.5%, Non-believers 14.5% 
Currency: Dollar ($A 1.09) 
Head of Government: Prime Minister Goh, Chok Tong 
Head of State: President Ong, Teng Cheong 
Gross Domestic Product: S$1 18 billion 
GDP Growth: 8.9 per cent. 
Inflation: 1.7 per cent 
Per capita GNP: S$34,459/ 
Trade: S$343.8 billion [import] - 12.70%, 

S$167.5 billion [export] 13.70% 
Two-way merchandise trade with Australia: - 

Source:Courtesy of Singaporean Embassy, canberra, 1996 

experienced an economic growth of seven per cent having the highest rate, at 19 per cent. 

Close to eight per cent of Singapore workforce is employed in construction. 

Playing a major part in the industry in Singapore is the government's impressive public 

housing retrofit and refurbishment program. Public housing in Singapore is to be up-

graded in a ten year $15 billion program. This is quite significant, with 44 per cent of 

Singapore's construction programs devoted to residential developments. 
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Commercial and institutional buildings comprise a further 40 per cent. Current forecasts 

are for around S$3 billion in building projects to be completed over the next few years. 

This is in the scenario of the construction industry starting to show signs of a quieter 

period. The industry is also looking to overseas construction opportunities particularly 

within the active ASEAN region. 

Singapore has a strong judicial system which is considered the best in Asia and anybody 

who tries to spark political tension or speaks against the government may face libel action 

or be arrested. 

A Concept Plan was introduced by the government in 1991 to focus on offshore projects. 

They also developed a range of incentives to promote outward investment in 1993 to avoid 

domestic constraints on land and labour. Consequently, Singapore firms are expanding in 

the Asia-Pacific region and are encouraged to join forces in enterprises and projects. 

Singapore also represents a milestone for the Australian Institute of Quantity Surveyors. 

The International Construction Journal, September 1996 Vol 3 No.5 issue reported that 

"Work is well on schedule for the new second Malaysia -Singapore crossing. The bridge 

contractor UEC-Shimizu joint venture is confident that the work will be completed by 

September 1997. Piling work is one of the most interesting aspects of this major project." 

With up to 55,000 vehicles a day utilising the 70-year-old Causeway between Johore 

Bahru in Malaysia and Woodlands in Singapore, it is apparent that a new second causeway 

across the Malay peninsula is essential to improve land-based transportation between both 

of the countries. 
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The new bridge which is 1,919km long, will include a dual three-lane carriageway over 

the complete crossing, with approximately 1.7km in Malaysian waters. The new link will 

provide an alternative route for inter-country travellers and is expected to boost traffic 

volume by up to 200,000 vehicles a day by avoiding the busy Johore Bahru city centre. 

Fact File - Brunei 1996 

Area: 5,765 sq kin. 
Population: 270,000. Population growth: 1.5 per cent 
Literacy: 56.3 per cent. 
Languages: Malay, Chinese dialects, English 
Major religions: Islam, Buddhism, Christianity 
Currency: Dollar (5A 1.09) 
Head of Government: Sultan Haji Hassanal Bolkiah 
Mu'izzaddin Waddaulah. 
Gross Domestic Product: 8 per cent [1995] 
GDP Growth: 4.6 per cent. 
Inflation: 1 - 2 per cent 
Per capita GNP: - 

Trade: - 

Two-way merchandise trade with Australia: - 

Source: Courtesy of Brunei Embassy, canberra, 1999 

BRUNEI 

Brunei is an independent enclave, in the 

northern part of the Borneo, whose 

northern shores border on the South China 

Sea. Declared a British Protectorate during 

the height of the Victorian empire-

building era, the State of Brunei was 

granted full independence in the 1980s.   

Since then, Brunei has prospered due to the discovery of large reserves of 'sweet' 

petroleum. However, in construction terms, Brunei is fast becoming known as the location 

for highly complicated road projects that traverse swampy areas. 

Due to the mostly low-lying nature of the country, piling is a fairly common practice in 

Brunei, especially in the swampy but heavily populated areas near to the capital. In fact, as 

Asia's other developing countries begin to run out of 'solid' land there is every likelihood 

that such piling works will become an everyday occurrence. 

A comprehensive piling programme has been employed to prevent differential settlement 

along new roads being built through swampy ground. 
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4.20 - Market and Economic Viability 

In the 1980s,   Asian countries experienced remarkable economic growth and, with it, new 

opportunities for Australia to develop a strong trade and investment relationship with 

them. Looking at the investment forecasts for Asia, in The World Infrastructure Forum Asia 

IWIFI 1996, the Asian Development Bank forecasts US$6.9 trillion will be required over 

the next twenty-five years and the World Bank comes in slightly lower at just over US$1.5 

trillion by 2005 IFig.4.20.101. 

Fig.4.20.10 Indicative Investment Requirements In Infrastructure, 1995-2004, values in US$ Billion 

Power Telecom Transport Sanitation Total 

$Bil %GDP $Bil %GDP $Bil %GDP $Bil %GDP $Bil %GDP 

China 200 2.0 141 1.4 302 3.0 101 1.0 744 74 

Indonesia 82 2.9 23 0.8 62 2.2 25 0.9 192 68 

Republic of Korea 101 2.1 32 0.7 132 2.7 4 0.1 269 56 

Malaysia 17 1.7 6 0.6 22 2.1 4 0.4 50 48 

Philippines 19 2.7 7 1.0 18 2.5 4 0.4 48 68 

Thailand 49 2.4 29 1.4 57 2.8 10 0.5 145 72 

Others 25 3.1 18 2.2 14 1.7 4 0.5 61 75 

East Asia 493 2.2 256 1.2 607 2.7 153 0.7 1509 68 

L'ners comprise LamL,00ia, tiji, iurmau, Lao t'L'K, MalOives, Mongolia, Myalimar, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Vanuatu, 

Vietnam and Western Samoa. Estimates for Malaysia and Thailand are public sector only. 

Source: WIFAsia, 1996 -[International construction Journa1, Sept 1996, vol 35, no.91 

A glance around Asia gives even the inexperienced eye an idea that these amounts might 

not be far off the mark. Most Asian countries' economic infrastructures are not up to the 

task set by rapidly expanding economies. Average growth rates of 7% to 8% each year are 

straining the very foundations upon which those rates depend. 

An infrastructure survey conducted by UN-ESCAP in 1994 estimated that by the year 2000, 

electricity generating capacity needs to be doubled, main-line telephone connections 

increased by 184%, an extra 2 million kilometres of roads constructed, 41,000 kilometres 

of railway track laid and 152 container berths built. 
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Tim McDonald in his report on The Building Economist June/July 1993 presented that over 

the past decade the North East Asia economies IJapan, China, Taiwan, Hong Kong and 

Korea] have grown at an average of 6.7 percent. At the same time, the countries of ASEAN 

(Singapore, Malaysia, Philippines, Indonesia, Brunei and Thailand) have grown at an 

average rate of 6.8 per cent over the past decade. Australia has grown at less than half of 

these rates - 3.2 per cent. Singapore, on the other hand, has achieved growth rates of 10 to 

13 per cent from 1988 to 1990. 

Real rates of growth of CDP in Indonesia and Malaysia have been around 7.5 per cent and 

8.5 per cent respectively. Within three years Singapore's per capita GDP will exceed that 

of Australia. All of this has taken place in a relatively stable inflationary environment. By 

the year 2000 total imports of the five major ASEAN economies are projected to rise to 

US$450 to 500 billion more than double the current figure in real term. 

Singapore government's economic policies have been interventionist and deep government 

involvement in all business dealings. Singapore's 1967 Economic Expansion Incentives Act 

provided tax incentives to manufacturers and this was successful (eg Texas instruments 

semiconductor plant). A rise in industrial rental led to increasing costs and speculation 

that this would force Singapore to "shift from manufacturing to a service-lead economy 

within 3-5 years" (Shwarz, 1995a, p.57). 

4.30 - Labour Market 

In the 1970s, Singapore's investment incentives were refined and their economy shifted 

toward high value-added, capital intensive industries. Wages were increased to maximise 

the use of machinery and minimise use of labour-intensive manufacturing. Singapore has 

a small labour force, mainly unskilled with unemployment rising from 1.7% to 2.6% in 

1994. Therefore, their Employment Act was amended to disfavour foreign employees. 
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At independence, educational levels were very low. Therefore, education levels are 

increasing but are low in the older population (EIU, 1995). Consequently, government 

and citizens place great emphasis on education. Their bilingual policy stipulates that each 

student should learn English and his/her mother tongue (Chinese, Tamil or Malay). 

Singapore has two universities. Singapore has a labour force of I .69m mainly unskilled. 

Restraining of older workers is a priority. 

Singapore is seen by the USA and other foreign investors as an attractive location for 

company investment because there is far less evidence of dubious labour or other trade 

practices than some of its Asian competitors. There is a fear, however, that fast rising 

labour costs together with its strong dollar, will make Singapore's exports uncompetitive 

(EIU, 1995). 

Within Australian society, we now have a growing corps of people with Asian backgrounds 

whose abilities and special skills we can highly draw on. 

For SEA, opportunities will be taken to tap into the depressed World market. Australia's 

neighbouring countries will play a key role in this regard because they can offer a very 

large, relatively well-educated and, most importantly, cheap source of labour. 

4.40 Material Availability 

In terms of natural resources, Singapore is limited in supply and in order to encourage 

foreign trade, 'English' was made the first language although 70% of its population is 

Chinese. The Chinese dominate both politics and business, whereas individual ethnic 

groups have remained unchanged over the last decade. 
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In Singapore, energy is costly and mineral resources are almost non existent. Singapore has 

a highly industrialised economy and agriculture and mining are of minimal importance. 

Financial and business services have grown in importance in recent years, but 

manufacturing growth in electronics has been extremely rapid. Singapore is the world's 

leading producer of disk drives (EIU, 1995). 

According to David Shoesmith in his research on "Hong Kong - Market Review, 1993" 

reported that as far as Hong Kong's construction industry is concerned, the industry is seen 

on the verge of a major surge. The Memorandum of Understanding has been signed, and 

several of the major Airport Core Projects (ACPs) have gone out to tender. This is quite a 

remarkable event when viewed in the wider global construction markets suffering their 

worst downturn for many years. 

With the commencement of the Hong Kong Airport Core Projects, Malaysian Airports and 

other large projects within SEA region, the demand for construction material is likely to 

increase, but the cost may not increase due to the volume of supply. 

It is expected that the prices for steel bars will remain stable in the short term because of 

world demand. However, the prices for other materials which mainly rely on local supply 

or are supplied from Mainland China and neighbouring countries, such as sand, aggregates 

and cement, are expected to rise steadily. 

Hong Kong and Taiwan import vast quantities of hardwood from Indonesia, Malaysia, 

Burma and China, this contributes to the reduction of the World's rain forest. 
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In the long term there is likely to be a shortage in the supply of timber. As a result, the 

price of hardwood is likely to be unstable. Now is about time to consider the use of 

alternative materials to reduce the large consumption of timber in construction works. 

4.50 Plant and Equipment 

It is also importance to realise that without diplomatic ties, financing can be tough and 

deals lost. For example, the USA-based Caterpillar lost a contract (for 

bulldozing/excavating) to the Japanese-based Komatsu because of the absence of USA 

diplomatic links. However, as Australia has good diplomatic ties with Vietnam, it can rely 

on government guarantees, political risk insurance and subsidised trade finance, all of 

which a USA competitor would lack. To overcome this, some USA companies are 'piggy-

backing' on ventures lead by foreign agencies. To exemplify this, Black and Veatch, an 

engineering firm, has teamed with Canada's Stanley International Group to bid on all 

US$87 water-treatment project in Ho Chi Minh City (Corrus, 1995). 

Purchases of heavy items of plant and construction machinery by Singapore Contractors 

has been considerable in the past decade. This is due to the intervention of Government 

policy where the government throughout the late 1980's has provided large capital loans 

for companies through the Capital Assistance Scheme and have allowed accelerated 

depreciation allowance in purchasing plant to allow Singapore companies to mechanise 

their operations more rapidly. 

Generally, all types of plant and equipment are available in SEA countries regardless if it be 

for purchasing or hiring basis. Similar technology to that of the Australian construction 

industry is used in site plant and equipment. 
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The medium sized and smaller contracting firms are under capitalised when compared to 

the larger contractors. They do not for instance, use as many mechanical aids in the 

transport and handling of building materials as are used by even small jobbing contractors 

in Australia. (CIDB, 1989). 

Notwithstanding the attainment of construction mechanisation in the past decade, there is 

still scope for future productivity advances in SEA through the use of automation of simple 

operations such as spray finishing. 

4.60 Tendering and Contracting/Procurement Procedures 

From the questionnaire survey Iquestion 141 and interviews conducted by the author, the 

most commonly adopted method of tendering in the private sector for most SEA cities is 

invitation to tender which formally initialed by early registration of contractors interest. 

For more technical oriented and specialised projects, only selected and nominated 

contractors are called upon. In the public sector, some governments encourage open 

tender form. This practice permits small and new emerging local contractors to participate 

in the tendering and contracting process. 

The type of preferred contracts as responded in question 17 of the questionnaire indicated 

that for most small to medium scale projects, traditional contracts are still in today's 

practice. Other commonly procurements are Turn Key System, Design and Build, Fixed 

Priced, Schedule of Rates, Lump Sum, Hard Money Tender, Provisional Sum etc. 
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For much larger projects such as infrastructure, civil engineering and defence projects, the 

most preferred contracts are BOT or BOOT, Head Contract, Document and Construct, 

Project Management, Construction Management, JCC, Management Contract etc. 

In both private and public sectors, when a particular contractor is preferred but not 

awarded, then contract negotiation will commence and this practice favours the project 

client in aspect of cost-effective, design efficiency and time saving. 

Craig McHardy in his research 'Malaysia - still potential for growth' 1993, reported that 

most of the construction contracts are procured by traditional single stage, or two stage 

tender, on either a fully specified BQ basis or on a drawings and specification basis in 

Malaysia. Large contracts tend to be negotiated turn-key arrangements. Construction 

management is not a contractual arrangement much in favour in Malaysia. 

Bill of Quantities are prepared in accordance with the Standard Method of Measurement of 

Building Works, published by the Institution of Surveyors, Malaysia. Where projects are 

tendered on a drawings and specification basis, a quantity surveyor is often asked to 

prepared the tender document which will include a schedule of rates. 

The forms of contract most commonly used in private building projects are those issued 

under the sanction of Pertubuhan Akitek Malaysia [PAM] and the Institution of Surveyors. 

They are generally referred to as the PAM forms of contract. These forms are similar in 

many ways to the old British Standard JCT '63. 

The Institution of Engineers, Malaysia also has a standard form of contract in common use 

for private contracts. Government contracts administered by the Public Works 

Department, largely use the standard form of government contract issued by the PWD. 
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In 1991, Australian firms were estimated to have held overseas contracts worth some $1.2 

billion, representing 4.5 per cent of the domestic turnover and one per cent of the total 

international construction market. Australia has a 1.2 per cent share of total world trade, 

which may suggest that the Australian construction industry could increase its current 

export orientation by a factor of 20 per cent. 

4.70 Subcontracting and Selection Criteria 

For most construction works in SEA, the subcontracting or subletting works comprise a 

large proportion almost as high as 80% of the entire contract. 

Subcontracting is a common practice in the construction industry and the local name for 

the organisation of subcontract labour is called the Kepala system. The Kepala simply 

means the Head or Supervisor of a construction project employed by the main contractor to 

supervise the project and authorised to delegate tasks to his subordinates. 

The small subcontractors often form strong links with particular main basis although, 

occasionally, work is undertaken on the basis of supplying labour and materials. It is rare 

for a formal contract to be prepared; most contracts are based on a verbal agreement solely 

on a rate for the job. (Walker et al, 1991). 

In Singapore and Malaysia, there is no licensing system for subcontractors. This is one of 

the reasons why industrial disputes are rare and if the subcontractor decides to stop work 

on the ground of some unfavourable condition, they will simply not be paid. 
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The chances of industrial stoppages are very low and it is also this reason that contractors 

are capable of completing their contracts on time due to the quality performance of 

subcontracting they engage. It is not uncommon for large construction projects to be 

awarded to consortia, often involving foreign companies, or for contracts to be 

subcontracted to many levels. 

The Malaysian Government has privatised or is privatising many infrastructure projects 

and for these selection of contractors and suppliers is generally determined by the 

concession holder. Government contracts for major projects are often determined on a 

selective tender basis, with bidding often limited to Malaysian companies as prime 

contractors. 

Response and feedback received on question 15 of the questionnaire being distributed 

showed the selection process of subcontractors is fundamentally based on recommendation, 

past performance in terms of time, cost and quality, financial capacity, credit records, 

company's profile and resources such as staff allocation, plant and equipment availability 

etc. 

In Australia and SEA countries, a common practice applies for most project clients wanting 

quality project meeting their desired schedule and be cost-effective is the ability of main 

contractors in demonstrating their local knowledge of a particular project and the 

engagement of responsible and reliable subcontractors under their supervision. 

The more sophisticated clients, such as property developers, have moved away from the 

practice of nominating subcontractor on domestic issues. (Walker et a!, 1991). 
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4.80 Construction Cost 

Kuala Lumpur is considered to be one of the cheapest property markets in the Asia-Pacific 

region. Both land prices and building costs are now in comparison to most other 

established ASEAN and Far Eastern capitals. 

Labour costs are now low and skill levels are also low. This has led to traditional 

construction methods being favoured to sophisticated building techniques. Prefabrication 

system formwork and various building systems have been tried in Malaysia, but because 

site overheads are so low and the workforce is better equipped to handle simple tasks, 

traditional building methods are nearly always opted for. 

However, in reflecting on the growth of the economy, labour costs are rising and builders 

are experiencing a shortage of skilled workers. Table LCM I presents Malaysian basic 

labour cost published in "The Surveyor" gives a comparison between costs in 1992 and 

costs in 1988. 

Table I - Basic Labour Cost Malaysia 

Item Description Unit 
hr/day 

Average % Change over 
 4th Qtr 1988  

Min Max 

1) Skilled Labour 
Mason/Concretor 8 53.75 42 50.00 55.00 
Bricklayer 8 53.75 42 50.00 55.00 
Barbender 8 55.00 50 50.00 60.00 
Carpenter 8 56.25 49 50.00 60.00 
Plasterer 8 63.75 57 60.00 75.00 
Tiler 8 63.33 58 55.00 75.00 
Plumber 8 55.00 59 50.00 60.00 
Electrician 8 55.00 58 50.00 30.00 
Painter 8 53.33 51 50.00 60.00 
2) Unskilled Labour 
Male 8 30.00 40 30.00 30.00 
Female 8 25.25 38 25.00 26.00 
Note: Basic labour excluding allowance for EFP, SOCSO, food, transport and the like 

excluding profit and overheads. 
Region: Kuala Lumpur and Fetaling Jaya 

Source: The Building Economist June/July 1993, Pg 20. 
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Table LCHK I presents Hong Kong basic labour cost published in "The Surveyor" gives a 

comparison between daily wage rates for selected trade of workers in December 1990 and 

December 1991. 

Table LCHK I - Daily Wage Rates for Selected Trade of Workers in 1991 

Tradesmen December 1990 
[HK$1 

December 1991 
[HK$1 

Percentage 
increase [%1 

Bricklayer/Concretor 446.8 499.8 11.9 
Barbender 585.0 649.2 11 
Plasterer 453.7 508.0 12 
Joiner/carpenter 451.1 490.9 8.8 
Painter 391.6 445.7 13.8 
Labour [Male] 306.2 343.0 12 

Source: Census and Statistic Department 
Average Daily Wages of Workers Engaged in Government Building and 
Construction Projects. 

The total workforce engaged on active construction sites reached a low point of 59,292 

workers in December 1991 as reported by the Census and Statistics Department. The rate 

of construction cost escalation slowed down in 1991 when compared with the past five 

years. 

Building costs in the last year increased by 7.6% over a period of one year for Government 

building projects as reported by the Architectural Services Department's Consolidated 

Labour and Material Index. Whereas construction costs for civil engineering projects 

increased by only 4.7% in 1991 as reported in the Civil Engineering Work Index. 

The possible reasons which led to material costs remaining at a reasonable and fairly stable 

level throughout 1991 might be the combination of the reduction in construction works, 

favourable exchange rates and an adequate supply of most construction materials. 
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5.00 QUESTIONNAIRE ANALYSIS 

In this questionnaire analysis, the author encounters a number of implications in carrying 

out the survey as listed below: 

• certain questions that the author has selected for his research project may be wrong, 

inappropriate or out-of-track in view of the research title, but these are the questions 

that have been suggested and preferred by different executives and managers of various 

organisatioris interviewed initially by the author in preparing the questionnaire's 

questions; 

• due to the limited time frame of the research project, a restrictive analysis can only be 

carried out; 

• all questions were not completely attended to as there were too many figures required in 

some questions and may not be available during the interview session; 

• some questions have not been answered because of individual companies confidentiality 

of information; 

• all organisations surveyed are successful established companies in South East Asia and 

the author attempted to contact the parent companies in Australia that had failed to 

establish in SEA countries that the author is aware of but the response was rather poor 

due to confidentiality and only one company that wish to remain anonymous responded 

to the questionnaire and this Australian construction company has tried to branch out to 

Asia Pacific countries like Indonesia and China but was unsuccessful [detailed 

assessment of this company's failure is discussed in the analysis of findings]. 

• any others beyond researcher's control. 

In carrying out the questionnaire survey and research project, the author would like to 

reflect on the learning of the process of researching and share some of the philosophical 

problems he encounters and these include: 
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• the level of validity of the research is influenced by the level of trust and faith the 

interviewees had on the author especially those who did not know the author personally 

as a friend in addition to particular questions requiring confidential information. Hence 

the author actually encounters that in questions and answers' moment during the 

interview section, those interviewees whom the author knows as personal friends are 

more open and willing to discuss or inject answers to the questions than those 

interviewees whom meet the author for the first time. This indicates that the relevant of 

"it is not what you know but it is whom you know" as discussed in the analysis of 

findings confirms the author findings and personal experience for getting things done. 

• the answers received from the mailed questionnaires reflect that the time factor is 

important in allowing the respondents to reply as in mailing the questionnaire before 

the interviews were conducted, the respondents were more willing to answer the time-

consuming questions and likewise questionnaires distributed during the meetings were 

less likely to receive good response for figures- and data-requiring questions. 

• people behave upon their beliefs. Hence, some answers generated from the interviewees 

may be the managers own perceptions and not objectively oriented. 

• since that some of the interviewees were acquaintances and friends of the author who is 

completing his second Masters degree, during the interview session, the managers may 

try to be impressive and provide optimistic information and answers, hence creating 

uncertainties with probable which may affect the level of accuracy of the survey. 

Likewise, this may happen to those managers of less acquaintance to the author; 

• the appropriate methods of conveying or establishing the research findings of those 

confidential information may not be easily achieved or enhanced. Thus, the level of 

discussions and findings can only be touched on principle rather than specific. 

• question 3 of the questionnaire highlights the years of establishment of a foreign 

organisation in SEA. Hence, the findings of the survey based on the information and 

answers obtained from the questionnaires may be affected by the experience of each 

individuals and organisations. This may result in inconsistency in the survey as 
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generally, the longer the establishment of an organisation in SEA, the wiser or more 

experience it will be, hence providing more practical and realistic opinions; and 

• etc. 

Below table indicates the number of questionnaires sent and interviewed in each countries 
with corresponding percentage on the right columns. 

Set of questionnaires sent, received and interviewed 
SENT INTERVIEWED TOTAL 

Replied Percentage Response Percentage Total Percentage 

Malaysia 3/ 27.27 100 8/I6 50.00 
Singapore 4/1 4 28.57 5/5  100 47.37 

Hong Kong /14 21.43 8/ 100 11/22 50.00 

Total 10/39  25.64 100 /57 49.10 

A total of 39 sets of questionnaires were mailed to South East Asian countries like Malaysia, 

Singapore and Hong Kong and the total number of respondents were 10 which was 25.64 

percent of the questionnaires being sent. In order to increase the level of accuracy of the 

questionnaires, the author has conducted travel arrangement to Singapore, Hong Kong, 

Malaysia and New Zealand in January 1997 to further interview more individuals, groups, 

organisations etc in order to improve the percentage of survey. 

With the additional amount of interviews being conducted in those countries, the total 

percentage of respondents increased to 49. 10 percent which formed the core discussion for 

the author's findings and analysis. 

Questions 1 and 2 [Please refer to the Appendix] introduce the reader to the respondents' 

organisations and their parent organisations in Australia. 
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Question 3 [Please refer to the Appendix] refers to the organisation's years of establishment 

in their country of involvement. The survey indicated that the years of establishment of the 

respondents' organisation range from a minimum of 2 years to 30 years maximum. 

Question 4 [Please refer to the Appendix] refers to the type of their business engagement 

and the responding organisations are of different business ventures such as building 

consultants, engineering firms, construction companies, property developers, infrastructure 

and mining corporations and other companies related to the construction and engineering 

industry as reflected by the graph below and question 5 [Please refer to the Appendix] 

highlights the total construction or engineering project turnover of each company and 

their currencies are converted into Australian currency with the exchange rate being 

applicable and supplied by the courtesy of The National Australia Bank as at 15 January 

1997. 

—4--Contractors 

—0-- Developers 

—h-- Consultants 

—)(-- Mining 

—*-- Infrastructure 

—S--Others 

The above analysis shows a similar trend of minimum and maximum total project turnover 

of organisations like contractors, developers, consultants and other project related teams 

due to the engagement of their services in those construction and engineering projects eg. a 

proposed development of an investment body requires significant contribution from project 
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consultants, contractors etc. The only difference will be the total revenue of those 

consultants involved in a particular project. 

The above chart also illustrates that mining and infrastructure projects were far much 

higher in cost than any other construction projects. There could be larger projects in SEA 

but the findings only refer to the respondents interviewed by the author. Hence any in-

depth analysis requires further research. 

Questions 6, 19c & 2 lb [Please refer to the Appendix] study the employment of both local 

and expatriate staff of the surveyed organisations in all levels of management including 

trainees/apprentices and administrative division. The research finds that the employment 

of middle managers and technical specialists of expatriate rates is common due to the 

availability of fresh graduate and the willingness of single graduates to travel abroad to 

gain overseas experience or international exposure. This also applicable to young families. 

However, in the more senior executive or top level management, the engagement of 

expatriate executive reduces mainly due to family commitment. Likewise, for the 

administrative, clerical staff and trainees, it is easier to employ locally due to cheap and 

low-skilled labour availability. The findings from these questions and interviews suggest 

that by proportion of Asian population migration movement in the world, Australia could 

gain competitive advantage by employing skilled or professional migrant of Asian origin in 

Australia to be the expatriate managers in SEA region. 

Question 7 [Please refer to the Appendix] is to find out the market trend of the construction 

activities over the past 6 years and the number of major projects involved in the 

organisations' country of involvement only and excluding the overseas projects they have 

been awarded. There is an implication in this question which requires an up-to-date 

information of each respective organisation, only the last two years of number of projects 

were given. It is interesting to note that for countries like Singapore and Hong Kong as the 
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density of population per square metre increases, the construction activities trends have 

shifted from low rise residential to high rise residential and/or apartments which suggests 

that mono-skilled labou rs /specialists are becoming more multi-skills oriented resulting in 

mixed skills as the shifting takes place. 

For countries like Malaysia, Thailand and Vietnam, construction activities for residential 

are lower in recent years than previous years as large contractors and property developers 

concentrate on industrial and commercial buildings such as offices, hotel developments, 

supermarkets, shopping centres, warehouses etc. This shift in trends was mainly due to the 

economic booming of those countries and more business enterprises are coming into sights. 

The findings could be wrong to suggest that the construction activities for residential are 

lower in recent years, this is not always the case when in developing countries, the level of 

population growth is usually high leading to increase in demand for more housing or 

residential properties. Thus, this question by no means concludes that there is a significant 

shift in the trend of the total construction industry of these countries as a whole. However, 

the above findings somehow reflects only the few respondents to the survey. Any thorough 

analysis requires further research assessment. 

Activities for infrastructure, civil and engineering projects remain high as the government 

of each countries are committed to provide public facilities due to increase population and 

growth especially bridges, power plants, highways, freeways and major restructuring of 

existing infrastructures. 

Questions 8, 10 and 20 (benefits) [Please refer to the Appendix] list a few main factors that 

drive a company in starting a business venture in ASIAN region, the reasons this region is 

chosen and the benefits in establishing in this region. 

The list below is in the order of priority or the most considered factor being the top 

priority: 
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Order of priority: 

profit-making opportunity with cheaper labour turnover; 

', better economic prospects; 

's. the reasons for this are that the standard of living is lower low level of industrial strike,  

in the developing countries and due to the existence of large labour force; 

s. due to the demand in housing and buildings and massive infrastructure programs 

committed by SEA countries, there is opportunity for expansion growth; 

' long term strategy and better prospect in SEA than in Australia; 

. good government incentives for foreign investment; 

. etc. 

Though profW-making is the main motif behind the foreign venture, in interviewing 

Australian parent companies with foreign investment abroad in South East Asia, the author 

finds that Australian construction companies are frustrated of the frequent arising 

industrial disputes that often lead to industrial stoppages at home country and these have 

indirectly channelled their preference into South East Asia that offers not only better 

economic stability but also a very low level of threat of industrial stoppages. Somehow a 

more thorough investigation should be conducted to justify this claim. 

Question 9 [Flease refer to the Appendix] shows that most Australian companies 

commenced their operations in SEA initially with contracts being awarded and it is in most 

instances that a joint venture is formed as part of the fundamental requirement of the local 

government of the foreign countries to include their locals and it is also a common practice 

for this sort of investment in view of familiarisatioi-i and local influences need. it is noted 

that in establishing in this region, to win continuous contracts, it is important to realise 

that "it is not what you know but it is simply who you know". 
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Question 11 [Please refer to the Appendix] refers to the duration of establishment of each 

company and/or developer reaching satisfactory level and generally, for most construction 

and engineering companies, the duration is within the end of the first major contract and 

for consultants, it normally goes through a few major projects before it achieves equivalent 

minimum cost-cutting point. The exact definition of satisfactory level may be different for 

individual organisation. Hence for simplification purpose, the satisfactory level in this 

instance means the break-even-point where the level of cost equates the level of revenue. 

However, this question sets a fall back where conclusion could not be drawn from the 

findings as the level of satisfaction differs generally from respective organisations. 

Question 12 [Please refer to the Appendix] studies the main difficulties or implications of a 

company initially encountered when commencing its operation in SEA countries and 

question 20 (Costs) highlights the associated costs of the organisations in establishing in 

SEA. As discussed earlier in the first paragraph of this analysis chapter, an Australian 

construction company has tried unsuccessfully to establish a branch in Indonesia and 

China due to below listed implications and costs which may also be applicable to other 

existing and/or failed organisations: 

ö' the cultural differences - the management realised that they have placed Australian 

managers who had no expatriate experience or any cross-cultural management skill or 

training for the new establishment. in addition, the management has also not provided 

any support of cultural management training even in the middle level management of 

the new establishment. They expected the appointed expatriate managers to be able to 

cope with changes in a different environment. The top management anticipated that 

cultural problems were part of personal problems rather than management problems 

and the expatriate managers should be able to adopt to different environment on their 

own over time and the top management was only interested in the end results of each 

assignment committed. 
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ó the rule of the games - the Australian manager in-charge of the new operation was an 

honest and down-to-earth person and was technically expert in his duties but he was 

not ready or willing to play the rule of the game imposed by foreign countries 

especially in Indonesia and China where 'It is not what you know, itis whom you 

know" as these countries do practice favouritism and briberies; 

the Australian management having failed in its foreign operation, realised that during 

the period of their involvement in Indonesia, their company had no social contacts or 

political contacts with the local government officers which was partly the reason 

contributing to their failure to operate successfully in the long term. This situation can 

also be supported by the case of N.S. Komatsu as discussed in the analysis of findings 

chapter on contracts and tendering procedure; 

ó time management - due to the poor practice of time management in SEA countries 

especially in the government sector, rubble-time practice is a norm of daily life 

resulting in delay of approval process by the planning authorities and prolonging 

financial application procedures by local financial institutions. Any Australian 

company with high expectation would experience frustration, disappointments, etc. 

ó' contract management - many construction projects in Australia adopt contracts such as 

project management, construction management, head contracts and innovated 

contracts. With preference of SEA clients on traditional contracts, JCC with BoQs, 

turn-key tender, hard-money tender, etc, the inexperience construction company were 

not readily accept this practice especially the traditional method of contracting as well 

as hard money tender whereby profit margin is significantly low as well as with tight 

scheduling of company's resources. This prevented the foreign companies to compete 

competitively in the local environment where local companies received government 

funding and supports in terms of heavy machinery allowances in countries like 

Singapore; and 

ö etc. 
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Question 13 [Please refer to the Appendix] analyses the method of finance engaged by the 

foreign investment bodies. In most instances, the foreign investment bodies in SEA were 

financed by a combination of own capital, local financial institutions and/or Australian 

financial institutions that have foreign subsidiaries with local financial institutions. In 

view of the scope of this study conducted by the author, financial positions of each 

organisation have not being thoroughly investigated, hence suggests that detail research 

should be carried out for further discussions if necessary. 

Questions 14, 15, 16 and 17 [Please refer to the Appendix] have been discussed in earlier 

chapter. 

Question 18 [Please refer to the Appendix] determines the method of disputes resolution 

being adopted by SEA and the most commonly adopted methods are arbitration, direct 

negotiation, mediation, expert determination, structured negotiation, court and litigation 

proceeding. Further assessment on this method of disputes resolution has already been 

discussed in earlier chapter. 

Questions 19a and 19b [Please refer to the Appendix] have also been discussed in earlier 

chapter. 

Question 21 [Please refer to the Appendix] seeks the existing management view on the 

prospect of establishment in SEA region both in the short and long terms. The results 

gathered from the question suggests that most established companies in SEA region have 

good visions and planning both in the short and long terms and are confidence that SEA 

countries can offer them significant economic stability and are planning to stay 

permanently and question 22 extends their management directions on the future prospect 

of further establishment within the same region. 
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It is interesting to note that to some extent, some organisations are ready to explore new 

market to other neighbouring countries rather than their present country of involvement 

and some organisations wish to remain focus on their current play because of their lack of 

time for other expansion idea as a result of their high profile of opportunities in that 

particular organisation alone. 

Question 23 [Please refer to the Appendix] indicates the position and authority of the 

respondents' in their respective organisations and question 24 seeks their professional or 

personal opinions in regards to their experience in South East Asia and some suggested that 

opportunities could strike twice but never wait for the third time. They also recommended 

that only the early birds will get their worms and the economy of SEA has reached its peak 

which will probably stay the same for the least next ten years or more. It is a golden 

opportunity and a few even suggested that for Australian economy to come back to live, 

Asia is the only way to re-live. 
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CONCLUSION 

This research has examined on the recent trend and state of the construction market in 

South East Asia with a view to identifying possible competitive advantage and opportunities 

to Australian companies operating in that sector. To achieve this research objective, the 

author has carried out literature survey, sent questionnaires and conducted interviews to 

construction industry related managers both in South East Asia as well as in Australia to 

seek their ideas and opinions. 

Though the investment climate in South East Asia offers potential opportunities, yet the 

evidence from the analysis of findings suggests that Australian construction companies 

offering technological expertise in South East Asia face serious competition from other 

construction companies both local and from other developed countries. 

While most of the evidence drawn upon by this study has been provided by Australian 

companies that are well established in SEA and the author has met reluctance to discuss 

failure on the part of managers in companies that have adverse experience, nevertheless, 

there is some evidence to suggest that cultural issues are the main reasons for company's 

failures. 

The findings indicate that the cultural difficulties encountered by most expatriate managers 

are seen more as personal problems requiring adjustment and adaptation over time rather 

than as management problems. However, the research which is by no means conclusive 

goes on to suggest that Australia could achieve competitive advantage through the re-

exportation of Asian migrants whom have arrived, settled and gained construction 

management skills in Australia and employment in Australian construction companies 

operating in South East Asia. Such managers may be better able to cross the cultural divide. 
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The construction industry in SEA is extremely competitive, with local companies having 

adequate capabilities in most areas. Only in specialist areas (eg. tunnelling, construction of 

waste incinerators, large scale open cast mining, etc) are Australian companies expected to 

be able to gain competitive advantage and have something to offer. 

In Malaysia, because most local and foreign construction companies are located and 

focussed on the Peninsula, the general opportunities for Australian construction companies 

are greater in East Malaysia (Sabah and Sarawak). However, it can also be time consuming 

and the field is becoming quite competitive. 

Specific opportunities for Australian companies in SEA are dependent upon the degree of 

stamina and resolve in their approach and commitment to the market. SEA is not a market 

for the inexperienced exporter. It is essential that Australian companies find the Asian 

partner; to achieve this, regular and frequent visits to the market are mandatory. 

Construction industry managers of South East Asian descents are potentially more likely to 

provide the necessary experience and ability to commit for the long haul. 

Since Australia has yet to establish a cultural identify to the majority of its people, to 

interact effectively with the local culture, we have the opportunity to incorporate a better 

understanding of community to the north of us and learn a great deal about the very 

different context in which business operates in Asia, and how to take full advantage of the 

extraordinary. 

Australia has the opportunity to build a unique relationship with its potential Asian 

neighbours but this will require sensitivity to political views and correctness if significant 

bilateral economic growth, both in the short term and long term is to be achieved. 
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Within Australian society itself, we now have a growing number of people with Asian 

backgrounds whose abilities and special skills we can highly rely on that could offer 

significant competitive advantage. 

As is common in many forms of research, the conclusions are not known at the outset. 

Questions asked in the early stages of research frequently turned out to be less useful than 

questions identified with the benefits of hindsight. But it is often necessary to ask a 

question first in order to discover a better one later. This research is no exception. This 

research has been an exercise in learning and points in the direction of further areas that 

need to be examined. 
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FUTURE RECOMMENDATION 

As the focus on construction field and business investment is so wide, the author likes to 

recommending that future analysis and survey of this type of research project should be 

encouraged. Future research works should encompass other subjective areas on the 

investment climate of other industries or any construction investment opportunity of a 

particular country in the world besides South East Asia region. 

Future studies could also incorporate detail analysis of the results or findings of the 

questionnaires set by the author which due to some limitations while in the process of 

carrying out the research, restricted the analysis of the research findings. other studies 

should also concentrate more on relevant questions pertinent to the title proposed by the 

new interested author. 

Research on the competitive advantages of other industries could also be carried out to 

assist Australia economy and likewise, other researchers who have interests in investment 

opportunities could also undertake studies to look at strategic issues, international 

marketing and environmental management related to their research project. 

Finally, the author would like to sincerely express that the study or survey on construction 

industry and investment opportunities is highly interesting and also knowledgeable. The 

author strongly recommends that for any interested parties whom wish to continue this 

report, should conduct more detail analysis and assess thoroughly on the content and scope 

of this research development. 
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Mr. Joel Y. H. LIM 
P0 Box 38192, 
WINNELLIE NT 0821 
AUSTRALIA 
Tel: [+61 8] 89 843 266 BH 
Fax: [+61 8] 89844 651 BH 

15 October 1996 
To, 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

RE: MASTER OF INTERNATiONAL MANAGEMENT - DISSERTATION 

I am currently completing my postgraduate degree with Northern Territory University. As 
part of the course requirement, all students are required to undertake a research project in their 
chosen field. My research project entitles "In Search of Australian Construction Competitive 
Advantages in South East Asia" and is undertaken as part of my studies to Master of 
International Management under the supervision of Mr. Guy Andrew, Senior Lecturer of 
Northern Territory University. 

I would appreciate if you could spend a few minutes of your time in answering the enclosed 
questionnaire and all responses will remain anonymous. 

In December this year, I will be visiting Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia and Hong Kong and 
would appreciate an interview to discuss on the relevant procedures and requirement in 
establishing a foreign construction company in your country of residence. I solicit your views 
and comments relative to the construction industry development of your country and the 
current state of your company's status within the industry. 

Should you wish not to answer certain questions in the questionnaire, please leave blank. 

I would appreciate if you could response and answer the questionnaires by the latest 20 
December 1996 in order to enable me to finalise the research project. 

Thank you very much for your time and view. 

Yours Sincerely; 

Joel Y. H. LIM AAJOS, MAPESMA, MJCL 
MSc[Proj .Mgmt], BAppScBldgj ,CTcch[QS] 
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Ia) Name of Company: 

Address of Company: 

ib) Your parent company in Australia. 

Name: 

Address: 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

Years of establishment:  

Type of business engagement:  

Total construction project capital turnover or total project cost involvement in the past 
5 years on an annual basis and what are your minimum and maximum projects 
awarded [in millions - Australian Currency or your residence currency]: 

Total Cost Minimum Maximum 

1995 

1994 

1993 

1992 

1991 

Number of staff in your organisation: 
Expatriates Locals 

Executive Officers 
Senior Managers 
Middle Managers 
Supervisors 
Trainees 
Accounts/Clerical/Admin. 

Why does your organisation employ so many number of expatriates and locals as 

listed by you?: 
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In order to find out the market trend of the construction activities, please list the 

number of major projects involved in your country of residence over the past 6 years: 

[Please exclude contracts awarded for overseas' projects] 

Residential & Apartments: 91-92 93-94 95-96 
Low rise 1 1 - 25 storeys]  

Medium rise [26-50]  

High rise 151 +1  

Residential Houses  

Commercial/Industrial Buildings: 

Low rise[ 1 - 25 storeysl  

Medium rise [26-50]  

High rise 151 +1  

Industrial buildings  

Refurbishment / Renovation  

Commercial shops  

Supermarkets/Shopping centres  

Entertainment/Sports/Auditorium  

Institutions/Schools  

Infrastructure, Engineering & Civil I'rojects: 

Bridges  

Roadworks / Favings  

Mining  

Rails/Monorails link 
Dams 
Power plants 

Major drainage & irrigations 

Others, please list: 

What are the three main factors that drive your company to start business venture in 
ASIAN region? 
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9) How did you first develop your company in this country? 

Commenced without any contracts Yes / No 

Commenced with a contract [si Yes / No [what size?] 

Commenced through joint venture Yes / No 

Others, please comment 

10) Why did your company choose this region? List three chief reasons. 

 

 

 

11) How long is Iwasi the initial establishment developed before your company achieved 
satisfactory level? 

12) What were the main difficulties your company first encountered in establishing in this 
region? [eg. cultures, language, etc] 

 
 

 

13) How did you finance your first contract involvement? Through 

Local financial institutions 

Australian financial institutions 
Own capital 
Any combination of the above 
All of the above 
Other methods, please explain 
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Research Project - In Search of Australian construction competitive Advantages in South East Asia 

What are the tendering procedures in the private and public sectors? Please name the 

most commonly adopted method of tendering procedures. 
Private: Public: 

What are the selection procedure, requirement and criteria for subcontractors? 

in what ways did you promote or market your company in this country? 

 

 

 

1 7) Below is a list of some commonly utilised contracting/procurement procedures. 
Please circle the contracting methods correspond to your company's involvement over 
the last 5 years and please comment if there has been any shift in the method of 

contracting a project including recent preferred trend by the industry. 

Construction Management E Management Contract 

E Turn Key System E Design and Build 

2 Document and Construct 2 BOOT [Build, Own, Operate & Transfer] 

E Project Management I[ ROT [Rehabilitate, Operate & Transfer] 

0 Lump Sum tI JCC - Joint Condition of Contract 

21 Fixed Priced U JCC-C [with BoQI U jCC-D [Without BoQI 

Schedule of Rates R1 Head Contract [Defence] 

Hard Money Tender 2 Trade Contract 

Provisional Sum 2 Innovated Contract 

t1 GCC [General Condition of Contracts] 

E Traditional Contract 

0 Others and/or comments:  
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Master of International Management 
Research Project - In Search of Australian Construction Competitive Advantages in South East Asia 

When encountering disputes in contracts, what are the methods of dispute resolution 
being adopted in solving the issues? Please circle and if possible comment. 

Arbitration ADR [Alternative Dispute Resolution] 
Partnering Approach Court and Litigation Proceeding 
Direct Negotiation C Structured Negotiation 

Mediation % Expert Determination 
Referrals Under Court Supervision C Other methods, please explain 

Comment: 

How would you rate the following resources availability in your country? Please 
correspond the following code with the resources as indicated. 

Code 
RAWD - Readily Available Without Any Difficulties 76-1 00% 100 
RAWN - Readily Available With Some Efforts Required 51-75% 75 
LTD - Limited in Supply 26-50% 50 
EXSC - Extremely scarce 0-25% 25 

I 9a) Construction Materials: 

Cement  

Aggregates 

Structural Steel  

Reinforcements  

Others  

1 9b) Construction Plants and Equipment: 

Light Machinery 

19c) Human Resources: 

Executive Officers 

Senior Technical Managers 
Middle Level Technical Managers 
Lower Level Technicians 
Trainees 

Clerical staff 

Sand 

Timber 

Bricks 

Plastic products 

Heavy Machinery 

Locals Expatriates 
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Master of International Management 
Research Prqject In Search of Australian construction competitive Advantages in South East Asia 

What are the cost and benefits of an intended organisation like yours trying to establish 
in this country? 
Costs: 

Benefits: 

What are the future prospects of your organisation in this region both in terms of short 
and long terms [in millions - Australian currency or your residence currency]: 

Short-term [up to 5 years] Long-term [5-10 years & over] 
Financial Turnover  
Staffing [In nos.]  
Company's Assets  

Would you consider expanding or branching into other regions within South East Asia 
in the next five years? 
If yes, where is the most likely expansion to be?  

Your position/title in this company: 

Any other comments or suggestions you wish to share in regard to your experience in 
South East Asia that you consider helpful in compiling my research project report. 
Please comment below: 

insufficient space, please attach separate sheet. End of questions. Thank you very much for 
your precious time in answering this questionnaire. Please return the completed 
questionnaire to: Mr. Joel Y. I-I. LIM 

P0 Box 38192, 
WINNELLIE NT 0821 
AUSTRALIA 

Thank you very much. 
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Joel Y. H. LIM 
Tel: 108189  816 133 
Fax: 108189816 131 

3January 1996 
To, 
2nd Secretary, 
Brunei Embassy, 
Canberra, ACT 
Tel: [06] 290 1801 
Fax: 1061 286 154 

Attention: Encik Mohidin 

Dear Sir, 

RE: MASTER OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT ~ RESEARCH PROJECT 
NORTHERN TERRITORY UNIVERSITY 

As part of the requirement of my postgraduate degree, I am currently researching for some 
information on Brunei and would appreciate if your department could assist me with the 
following questions: 

All data should be in year 1996 preferably: 

QI) Population = 

Population Growth = per cent 
Head of Government [Full name of the Sultan] = 

Head of State = 

GDP = 

GDP Growth = per cent 
Inflation = per cent 
Per capita = per cent 
Trade = AUD$ billion [import], AUD$ 

QI 0) Twoway merchandise trade with Australia = AUD$ 
AUD$ 

QI 1) Major religions 
Ql2) Literacy - per cent 

billion [export] 
[import], 
[export] 

As the report has to be submitted by the end of this week 21 February 1996, I would follow 
up these queries with a telephone call at lunch time tomorrow 118/2/971 if possible. 
Thank you very much for your kind assistance and anticipation. 

Yours sincerely, 

Joel Y. H. LIM MICL, MAPESMA, AI4IQS 
MSc [Proj .Mgmt], MBA [Tech .Mgmt], BAppScIBldg], CTechIQS] 



Joel Y. H. LIM 
Tel: [08189816 133 
Fax: [08189816  131 

3 January 1996 
To, 
3rd Secretary, 
Singapore Embassy, 
Canberra, ACT 
Tel: [061 273 3944 
Fax: [061 273 3260 

Attention: Ms. Alcina 

Dear Madam, 

RE: MASTER OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT - RESEARCH PROJECT 
NORTHERN TERRITORY UNIVERSITY 

As part of the requirement of my postgraduate degree, I am currently researching for some 
information on Singapore and would appreciate if your department could assist me with 
the following questions: 

All data should be in year 1996 preferably: 

QI) Population = 

Population Growth = per cent 
Head of Government = 

Head of State = 

GDP = 

GDP Growth = per cent 
Inflation = per cent 
Percapita= per cent 
Trade = AUD$ billion limportl, AUD$ 
Two-way merchandise trade with Australia = AUD$ 

AUD$ 
QI 1) Major religions - 
Q12) Literacy - per cent 

billion [export] 
[import], 
[export] 

As the report has to be submitted by the end of this week 21 February 1996, I would follow 
up these queries with a telephone call at lunch time tomorrow [18/2/97] if possible. 
Thank you very much for your kind assistance and anticipation. 

Yours sincerely, 

Joel Y. H. LIM MICL, MAPESMA, AAIQS 
MSc [Proj.Mgmt], MBAITech.Mgmt], BAppSc [Bldgl, CTech[QSI 



C 
REGIS TRATIO N HEADS 

Construction Work Heads 
Ref Title Description 

CWO 1 General All typcs ofbuilding works in connection with any structure. Building being built or to be built, for the support, shelter and 
enclosure of persons. animals, chatt is or movable property of any kind, requiring in its construction the use of more 
than two unrelated building trades and crafts. Such 
structure Includes the construction of multlstorcy carpark. 
buildings for parks and playgrounds and other recreational 
works. Industrial plants, and utility plants. Scope of work 
includes the addition and alteration works on buildings 
involving structural changes. 

CWO2 Civil  Works involving concrete, masonry and steel in bridges, 
sewers. culverts, reservoirs, retaining walls, canals, 
drainage systems, underground structures, cutting and 
filling of embankment, river banks, excavation of deep 
trenches, scraping of sub-soil, surface drainage works. flexible pavement, rigid pavement or iateritc roads, bus 
bays. open car parks and related works such as kcrbs and 
footways. (Note: CW04 Earthworks and CW07 Roads have 
been merged with CW02.) 

Works involving dredging in canal, river and offshore for the 
purpose of deepening. and extraction of mineral or 
construction material. It also includes reclamation works. 

Works involving marine piling, and the construction of 
marine structures such as jetties, wharves, sea and river 
walls. The head does not cover the construction and 
fabrication of marine crafts, pontoons and oil rigs or any floating platform. 

Installation of all heavy sheet piles, driven precast 
reinforced and prcstresscd concrete piles, bored cast-In-
situ piles, and timber piles. All applicants are required to 
have the necessary equipment and plant. 
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Construction Related Heads 

Rcf Titic Description 
 

CR01 Cable Installation of underground cables and subsequent 

Installation reinstatement of road and other surfaces. Firms 

& Road specialising in supplying the cables should register under 

Rcinstatcment SY05. 

CR02 Corrosion Protection Corrosion protection work on metal surfaces and 

structures. Includes processes such as cathodic. anodic 

and electrolytic protection. 

CR03 Demolition This head covers all general demolition works (Note: No 

financial grade will be given to this registration head). 

CR04 Fencing & Ironworks Erection of perimeter fences and gates. 

CR05 Concrete Repairs This head covers the reinforcement of structures and joints 

through the useof cement-sandmortar mix or the injection 

of slurry Intojoints and cracks in concrete structures and 

the application of spraying of cement-sand mortar onto 

surfaces of reinforced concrete works. 

CR06 Interior Interior design, planning and the decoration of buildings. 

Decoration This Includes ceiling pancls. partitions, built-in fitnicnts. 

raised floor works. 

CR07 Pipe Laying & Road Laying of underground pipes and the subsequent 

Reinstatement reinstatement of roads and other surfaces. Firms 

speclalised in supplying pipes should register under SYI2. 

CR08 Pole Installation of poles for overhead cable and street light irig. 

Installation 

CR09 Repairs &- Repainting and minor non-structural repair of buildings 

Redecoration and existing structures. These works should not Include 

addition & alteration works involving structural changes. 

CR10 Roofing Installation of roofs. Firms which undertake waterproofing 

Installation work should register under CR13. 

CR11 Signcraft 
Installation 

Planning and Installation of an integrated signpost ing 

system for complexes. airports. shopping centres. It 

includes the setting up of exhibition stands and signs along 

roads. 
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--uction Related Heads (Continued) 

Titic Dcscrlption 

2 Soil Invcstigation Scrviccs involving sampling. invcstigauon and testing 

& Slabiisalion services to dcterminc soil classification. strcngth and 

composluon. It also includes soil stabilisation works such 

as micro piling, ground anchoring, sand drain and ground 

grou Ung. 

CR13 

CR1 

CR15 

V 

Waterproofing Watcrproouing of basemcnt. roofs and walls. Finns which 

Installation' undcrtakc only roofing works should register undci CR10. 

Road Marking Marking and painting of roads. 

Asphalt Works Supply and laying of asphalt. Applicants arc required to 

have asphalt plant, vibratory roller and bituminous Pavcrs. 

lieLijanical & Electrical Heads 

Ref Title Dcscrlption 

MEO1 Air-cpndiuoning. The installation, commissioning, maintenance and rcpairs 

Rcfrigcration of air-conditioning. rcfrigcrauon. cold rooms and vcntilat ion 

& Ventilation Works systems. 

I MEO2 

IME03 

MEO4 

Building Installation and maintenance of micro-processor' or 

Automation, computer based building control systems (cg. integrated 

Industrial & Process environmental control, fire and security computer control 

Control Systems system) and industrial process control systems. Firms 

involved in supply of control instruments and equipment 

should register themselves under SYOS. 

CATV Installation and maintenance of Central Antenna Television 

(CATV) systems. 

Communication & Installation and maintenance of comm unications system 

Security Systems (eg. intercom & wireless radio) and security systems (cg. 

CCTV. security alarm, car park security control and card 

access system). 

-:1 

MEO5 Electrical The installation, testing, commissioning, maintenance and 

Engineering repair of electrical based systems such as switchgcars. 

transformers and large generators. It also includes the 

electrical installations in building and marine vessels. 

Applicants must possess a valid PUB company electrical 

licence and has a full-time employee who has a valid 

electrical licence. Firms which are suppliers of electrical 

equipment or materials should register under the relevant 

supply heads. 
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Mechanical & Electrical Heads (Continued) 

Ref Tltic Description 

MEOG Fire Prcvention & Installation and maintenance of fire alarm, prevention and 

Protection Systems protection systems. This head may include the supply of 

fire extinguishers and fire hoses if these Items are part and 

parcel of the system Installation or maintenance contract. 

Supplier of fire extinguishers and fire hoses should register 

under the relevant CSD head. 

ME07 High & Low Tension Installation and maintenance of low and high tension 

Overhead Line overhead cables. 

Installation 

ME08 Internal Telephone Wiring work within a building for teIecommunicz,is 

Wiring for purposes. 

Telecommunications 

ME09 Lift & Escalator This covers the installation, commissioning and 

Installation maintenance of lifts, escalators and travellators. 

ME 10 Linc Plant Cabling! Laying of underground telecommunication cables. 

Wiring for 
Telecommunications 

MC 11 Mechanical The installation, commissioning. maintcrance and repair of 

Engineering mechanical plant, machinery and systems. It includes the 

installation and maintenance of power generation and 

turbine systems. Firms which only supply the hardwarc 

should register under the relevant supply heads. 

MEI2 Plumbing .  Installation, repairs and servicing of water and gas pipes 

& Sanitary sanitary works and plumbing lLxturcs. Applicants mus 

Works possess a valid PUB water service plumber licence or EN 

sanitary plumbing llccncc. 

ME13 Traffic Light Installation and maintenance of traffic light systems. 

Systems 

ME14 Underground Laying of underground pipes for the purpose 

Pipeline for telecommunications only. 

Telecommunications 



itintcnancc Work Heads - 

Ref Title Description 

MW02 Housekeeping. Includes cleaning and housekeeping services for offices, 
Cleansing. Desiltlng buildings. compounds. Industrial and commercial 
& Conservancy complexes. dcsilting and cleansing of drains and 
Service grasscutting. 

r 

MW03 Landscaping Provision of landscaping services including tree planting 
and turfing. 

MW04 Pest Control Extermination and control of pests in installations, build- 
Ings and complexes. 

Supply Heads 

Ref Title Description 

SYO1 Basic Building Supply of basic building materials such as granite, bricks. 
Materials cement, sand, timber, ready-mixed concrcCr, and 

reinforcement bars. 

SY02 Chemicals Supply of all forms of chemicals including pollution 
dispersal chemicals, hardening compounds. adhesives 
solvents and paints. 

Y03 Doors. Windows. Supply of windows. louvres, glass. ironmongery, sliding and 

Louvrcs, Glazing folding doors. 

SY04 Electrical Supply of heavy electrical equipment such as switchgears 
Equipment and transformers. Firms must have facilities and personnel 

to provide maintenance back-up services for the equipment 
supplied. 

SY05 Electrical & Supply of electrical and electronic products and materials 
Electronic Materials, such as batteries, electrical cables and wires, lightings and 
Products & includes control and measuring instruments. 
Components 
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Supply Heads (Continued) 

Rcf Title Description 

SY08 Mechanical 
Equipmcnt. 
Plant & Machinery 

Supply of all finishing building products such as carpets, 
tiles, ceiling boards, awnings. blinds, wallpapers. 

Supply of gases including oxygen. nitrogen. hydrogcn, 
nitrous oxide, chlorine, carbon dioxide and oxyacctylene 
gases. 

Supply of mechanical plants and equipment including 

generators, vehicles, air compressors. pumps. latl 
boilers, bulldozers, cement mixers, cranes and turbirL' 
Weapons are excluded. Firms should possess facilities and 
personnel to provide maintenance and back-up services. 

Supply of mechanical materials, products and cornponentsj 
including ferrous and non-ferrous castings. machine tools.' 
rollers, 'conveyor belts, valves and spare parts for 
mechanical equipment. • 

Supplyofaluminium. steel, steel alloy and timberstructural, L 
components, metal scaffolds and curtain wall. 

Supply of all petroleum products and by-products including 
lubricants, bunker oil, diesel, gasoline and greases.-
Equivalent synthetic product suppliers can also bc 

considered for registration. 

Supply of all forms of pipes made of steel. concrete. PVC or 
their combination, 

V SY06 Finishing & 
Building Products 

SYO7 Gases 

t 

SY09 Mechanical 
Materials 
Products & 
Components' 

sio Metal and Timber - 

Structures 

syi i Petroleum products 

SY 12 Pipes 

SY 13 

SY 14 

Precast Supply of precast concrete products including slabs. panels 

Concrete and beams. Firms must possess permanent fabricatiori 

Products facilities or yards in Singapore to fabricate precast concrete 
products and must havethe factory licence. Al I I . li~ 

Sanitary Supply of sanitary fittings including washing basins, bidets. 

Products toilet bowls and bathtubs. Supplier of pipes should be 
registered under SY12. 
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C 

REGISTRATION REQUISITES 
TRACK RECORD AND PAID—UP CAPITAL 

Track Record 

For Construction Work. For 
Construction Related, M&E Supply 

Registration Financial  and Maintenance Work Hcath Heads Paid-up 
Graae Grade _______________ __________ Capital 

or 
_______________ 

($) ($) 
Aggregate Largest Aggregate 

Project value Project Project value 
for3 years Value for3 years 

($) ($) ($) 

Cl 100.000 100.000 75.000 50.000 10.000 

G2 500.000 500.000 .375.000 250.000 50.000 

G3 1 million 1 million 750.000 500.000 100.000 

G4 3 million 3 million 2.25m111ion 1.500.000 300.000 

G5 5 million 5 million 3.75mil1ion 2.500.000 500.000 

C6 10 million 10 million 7.5 million 5 million 1 million 

G7 30 million 30 million 22.5 million 15 million 3 million 

C8 above 50 million 37.5 million 25 million 5 million 
30 million 
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REGIS'1ATIG LEQU1SITES 
PERSONNEL RESOURCES 

V 

The rcgistrant should satisfy the minimum personnel resources rcquircments as laid out in 
Thi)lc c i. For details of technical and professional qualifications. Sec tables C2 to C4. 

J 

Table Cl 

Minnnum Personnel Resources Requirements 

Registration 
Gmdc 

Financial 
Grade ($1 

Minimum Personnel Resources Requirement 

C 1 100.000 1 holder of approved technical qualification 

G2 500.000 1 holder of approved technical qualification with 3 
years of relevant experience 

G3 1 million 2 holders of approved technical qualification 

G4 3 million 2 holders of approved technical qualification, one of 
whom must have at least 5 years of relevant experience 

G5 5 million 2 holders of approved technical qualification, one of 
whom must have at least 8 years of relevant experience 

10 million 1 holder of approved professional qualification or 2 
holders of approved technical qualification. one of 
whom must have at least 10 years of relevant CXpCriCflCC 

G7 30 million 2 holders of approved professional qualification and 
both must have at least 5 years of relevant experience 

CS Abovc 4 holders of approved professional qualification and two 
30 million of whom must have at least 5 years of relevant 

experience 
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U 

Table C2 

Technical and Professional QualificaUons for Construction Work and Construction Related 

1-icads 

For the following heads 
of registration 

Personnel resources required  

CWO 1 General Building Approved Technical Qualiflcation' shall mean 

one of the following qualifications: 

CW02 Civil Engineering (I) A Polytechnic diploma in architecture. 
• Civil engineering, structural cngLneering 

and building 

CW03 Dredging & or 

Reclamation (ii) A National Certificate in Construction 
Supervision (NCCS) 
or 

CW05 Marine Structures (lii) Other such qualifications as approved by 
the Board 

CW06 Piling Approved Professional Quallfication shall 
mean a recognised degree in any of the following 

CR01 Cable Installation construction disciplines: 

& Road Reinstatement 
(i) Architecture 

CR06 Interior Decoration 
(1.1) Building/Quantity Surveying 

CR07 Pipe Laying & Road 
Reinstatement (lii) Civil Engineering 

CR10 Roofing Installation (lv) Structural Engineering 

CR12 Soil investigation & or other such qualifications as approved by the 

Stabilisation Board 

CR13 Waterproofing 
Installation 

Personnel Requirement for Registration head CR05 Concrete Repairs 

Financial Grade Personnel Requirement 

G1 1 Diploma holder 
G2 1 Diploma holder with 3 years experience 
G3 1 Degree holder & 1 Diploma holder 
G4 1 Degree holder & 1 Diploma holder (with 5 years experience) 
G5 2 Degree holders (1 with 3 years experience) 
G6 2 Degree holders (1 with 5 years experience) 
G7 2 Degrçe holders (both with 5 years experience) 
G8 4 Degree holders (2 with 5 years experience) 

Note: 
Diploma and Degree holders must be in Civil or Structural Engineering 



Ic C3 

rOrCzccl-1---1cal
prcsslons"ApprovedTechnical 9ualificaUon' and Approvcd Professional 9ualificalion" 

and Electrical Heads" shall mean a polytcchnlc diploma and a recognised 

:tivcly in the relevant disciplines as follows: 

For the following hcads of registration I Discipline of personnel resources required 

o I  

MEO3 CATV 
ME05 Electrical Enginecring 
ME07 High & Low Tension Ovcrhcad 

L,Inc Installation 
ME13 Traffic Light Systems 

Electrical or electronic cnginccringorcquivalcnt 

For ME05. a PUB liccnced electrician or electrical 
technician can be considcrc4 in lieu of diploma 
holders for grades Gi and G2 only. The PUB 
liccnccd electrical technician can be considered 
as a diploma holdcrin partial fulfilment of personnel 
requirements for grades G3 to G6. 

ME 11 1  Mechanical Engineering 
ME12 Plumbing & Sanitary Works 

Mechanical engineering or equivalent 

For ME12. a PUB orENVliccnced plumber can be 
considered in lieu of diploma holders for grades G 1 
and G2 only. 

MEO 1 Air-condItioning. Rcfrigeration 
& Ventilation Works 

ME02 Building Automation, 
Industrial & Process Control 
Systems 

ME04 Communications & Scurity 
Systems 

ME06 Flrc Prcvcntion & Protection 
Systems 

ME09 Lift & Escalator Installation 

Electrical or electronic or mechanical 
engineering or equivalent 

I. - 

ME10 Linc Plant Cabling/Wiring 
for TciccornmunicaUons 

ME14 Underground Pipeline for 
Tclecommunlcations 

Electrical or cicctronic engineering or equivalent 

For Grade Gi. 1 holder of V1TB certificate in 
electrical trade with at least 2 years of relevant 
experience can be considered. 

For Grade G2. 2 holders of VITB certificate in 
electrical trade (both must have at least 2 years 
of relevant experience) can be considered. 

For ME 14, qualifications stipulated in Table C2 
arc also acceptable. 
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Table C4 

For registration in SY04 Electr1cal Equipmcnr and SY08 Mcchanlcal Equipment. Plant 
and Machincry'. the firm is rcquircd to employ one full-time staffwho possesses a qualification 
In the relevant disciplines of Electrical Enginccring and Mechanical Engineering 
respectively and trained in the particular equipment to be supplied:- 

V 
Registration Grade a" Financial Grade ($) Minimum' Qualification of Personnel 

Gi 100.000 NTC3 

G2 500.000 NTC 3 

G3 1 million rrrc 3 

G4 3 million Diploma 

G5 5 million Diploma 

G6 10 million Degree 

G7 30 million Degree 

G8 Above Degree 
30 million 
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SPECIAL 
CONCESSIONARY RULES 

Rulci I - 

For registration at the lowest grade of$ 100.000. the Board is prepared to register applicants who 

have insufficient trackrccord provided they employ a person with relevant technical qualification 

and at least three years' cxperlcncc. 

Rule 2 
To encourage enterprise, the Board is prepared to register a firm which is already registered in 

a related type ofconsLruction work, has substantial financial and personnel resources but does 

not possess the necessary experience. The firm may be permitted cntiy up to two grades below 

the grade normally granted if not for the absence of experience. (Sec Table D 1 and Table D2 

for details). 

Ruic 3 
To encourage new entrants to the industry, the Board is prepared to register a firm which is not 

registered In any related type of construction work provided it has substantial financial and 

personnel resources. The firm may be registered up to four grades below the grade normally 

granted if not for the absence of experience. (Sec Table D3 for details). 

Ru.1c4 

Where a particular firm has sufficient capital and has the agency rights for the supply of certain 

products but lacks the track record, the Board may permit the firm entry up to the financial 

grade equal to their paid up capital or net capital worth, whichever is lower. 
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Table Dl 

Entry levels where the applicant firm is registered in a related field of constructionwork 

(refer to Table D2 for related fields of construction work) 

ENTRY PRE-REQUISFTES 
V Maximum 

Financial 
Grade 

Registration Paid-up Professional and Technical which 

Grade in a Capital Personnel Resources May Be 

Related Field ($) 
Allocated 

G 1 10.000 1 holder of approved technical qualification G 1 

G2 50.000 1 holder of approved technical qualification with 3 Cl 

years of relevant experience 

03 100.000 2 holders of approved technical qualification C 1 

G4 300.000 2 holders of approved technical qualification and G2 

one of whom must have at least 5 years of relevant 

experience 

G5 500.000 2 holders of approved technical qualification and G3 

one of whom must have at least.8 years of relevant 

experience 

GG 1 million 1 holder of approved professional qualification or 2 G4 

holders of approved technical qualification and 

one of whom must have at least 10 years of relevant 

experience 

G7 3mi11ion 2 holders of approved professional qualification CS 

and both must have at least 5 years of relevant 

experience 

G8 5mnillion 4 holders of approved professional qualification G6 

and two of whom must have at least 5 years of 

relevant experience 
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Table D3 
Entry levels where the applicant firm Is a new cntrant to the industry 

ENTRY PRE-REQUISITES 
Maximum 
Financial 

Correspond- Grade 
ing Grade Paid-up Professional and Technical Which 
Firm May Capital Personnel Resources May Be 

Satisfy (Note) ($1 Allocated 

Ci 10,000 1 holder of approved technical qualification G I 

G2 50.000 1 holder of approved technical qualification with 3 G 1 

years of relevant experience 

G3 100.000 2 holders of approved technical qualification Gi 

G4 300.000 2 holders of approved technical qualification and G 1 

- one of whom must have at least 5 years of relevant 
experience 

C5 500.000 2 holders of approved technical qualification and G 1 

one of whom must have at least 8 years of relevant 
experience 

06 1 million 1 holder of approved professional qualification or 2 G2 

holders of approved technical qualification and 
one of whom must have at least 10 years of relevant 

• experience 

G7 3milliori 2 holders of approved professional qualification G3 

and both must have at least 5 years of relevant 
• experience 

08 5rni11ion 4 holders of approved professional qualification G4 

and two of whom must have at least 5 years of 
relevant experience 

N OTE 
This refers to the Grade which an applicant may satisfy based on the requirements of personnel 
and financial resources if not for the absence of track record 
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